Community Living Upper Ottawa Valley
Raises $13,600 in Annual Golf Tournament
Despite the cool temperatures and ominous clouds, 107 golfers, tournament
organizers & volunteers alike had a sensational afternoon at the 18th Annual
Community Living Golf Tournament on August 15th at the Oaks of Cobden.
$13,600 dollars were raised to assist people with intellectual disabilities in
the Upper Ottawa Valley, a $2,500 increase in funds raised since last
summer’s tournament. Corporate sponsorship from Darwin Prince of Prince
Plowing & the legal firm Miller Thomson, along with EGM Insurance
sponsoring the $10,000 hole in one, pointed to the continued support from
the community and beyond. In addition, Community Living invited business
and community partners to be a Dinner Sponsor for this year’s tournament.
Community Living would like to thank the following Dinner Sponsors:
Manulife, SRB Technologies, Speedpro Signs Plus, Crystal Fitzpatrick of
Remax and Stevenson & Hunt. Many thanks also to the 60 Hole Sponsors
and many prize donators, a truly outstanding year of sponsorships and
endorsements from all of the above named contributors.
Gerry Mansveld, Tournament Chairman announced there was an exciting
finish after 18 holes of golf, with a tie score for the #1 spot. Team Cassidy’s
Transfer & Storage, and The Fore Aces, each came in with a score of 62.
After a draw, Mansveld declared the Winning Team, Cassidy’s Transfer &
Storage, consisting of foursome Dale Robinson, Danny Robinson, Mark
Robinson and Mike Summers. (Please see our Photo Gallery for more pictures taken at the
golf tournament)

Shelley O’Malley, President of the Board of CLUOV took time to acknowledge
the many supporters, the golf committee & all the volunteers. Other notable
winners in this year’s tournament were: Closest to the Pin at Hole #14,
Shane Lloyd & Katherine Hickey, Hole #16 Marcel deRepentigny & Sue
Samson, Open Hole #5 Kathy Bennett. Longest Drive challenge holes were
won by Luc Godin, Donna Locke, Mike Nicholson, Terry Woermke. The
Longest Putt’s were won by the Gorski Team and Jim Murphy. The Pink Ball
Challenge was won by the O’Malley/Woermke Team.
The work now begins towards next year’s tournament which will be held at
the Oaks of Cobden on August 14, 2015.

